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The Sniper and the Wolf
A Sniper Elite Novel
Simon and Schuster "Hot on the trail of 'The Wolf,' a rogue Russian military
sniper-turned-Chechen-terrorist, Gil Shannon turns from hunter to hunted
when his mission is exposed by a traitor high up in US government.
Shannon must turn to an unlikely ally--a deadly Russian special operative-to help even the odds. But when they discover that 'The Wolf' is just the tip
of a global terrorist plot whose goal is to upend the US economy and the
stability of the Western world, Shannon and his team of operatives must
track the terrorists down before their plan comes to fruition"--

The Sniper and the Wolf
A Sniper Elite Novel
Simon and Schuster Navy SEAL sniper Gil Shannon comes face-to-face with
his most dangerous adversary yet in the breathtakingly cinematic new
Sniper Elite military thriller from the coauthor of the #1 New York Times
bestseller American Sniper—the critically acclaimed memoir of Chris Kyle
that inspired the Academy Award-winning ﬁlm. Hot on the trail of a highproﬁle target, Navy SEAL sniper Gil Shannon turns from hunter to hunted
when he ﬁnds himself in the crosshairs of Chechen terrorist “The Wolf.”
Stranded in Paris, Shannon must team up with an unlikely ally—a deadly
Russian special operative—to help even the odds. When they discover that
“The Wolf” is just one of many sinister players in a global terrorist plot
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bent on thrusting the US economy into total chaos and upending the
stability of the Western world, Shannon and his team race to track down
the terrorists before they can execute their horriﬁc plan. In a white-knuckle
adventure across Europe and the Caucasus, Shannon goes head-to-head
with legions of enemy ﬁghters, but his ultimate showdown is against the
one sniper who may be his equal shot. Who will survive?

Queer Wolf
QueeredFiction Press Bound within QUEER WOLF is an exciting collection of
contemporary, urban and sensual werewolf tales; a gathering of queer
wolves presented by exciting, new and established authors. QUEER WOLF
In WOLF STRAP, “Returning home for the funeral of her cousin, Ayla thinks
the worse she'll have to deal with is her prejudiced parents until she ﬁnds
herself hunting down a monster.” In MOON SING, “A young urban werewolf
must choose between his life in the city or a young man who has secrets of
his own.” In WOLF LOVER, “Nigel has a werewolf fetish. When some rough
trade doesn't quite go to plan, he ﬁnds himself wondering who is the
hunted and who is the hunter?” In SHY HUNTER, “Since being assaulted,
David must struggle to control the beast within. But the killer stalking
David's lover may leave him no choice but to embrace his dangerous
nature.” In THE STRAY, “John thought it just coincidence that his
housemate and the big grey dog that came by for handouts never crossed
paths. How long would it take him to catch on?” In NEW BEGINNINGS,
“Michael wasn't looking for change, but change found him in the form of
Tori, a young werewolf with a diﬃcult past. To make a new beginning,
they'll have to survive ﬁrst.” In WHERE THE SLED DOGS RUN, “Fourth
grade teacher Drew Halliard thought he knew everything about the late
Horwood Mather and his sled dogs, but what if the sled dogs want to know
more about Drew?” In PAVLOV'S DOG, “Sometimes wolves go bad…it is this
knowledge that kept Josh in self imposed isolation until Caleb came to the
Pavlov's Dog and Josh realized that sometimes they don't.” In WOLVES OF
THE WEST, “Sometimes your life is deﬁned by the things you have to keep
hidden…” In FAMILY MATTERS , “What was supposed to be a quiet evening
at home for alpha wolf Tala Nqumayo and her mate Mirabella turns into a
desperate ﬁght for the survival of the city they've sworn to protect.” In
WRONG TURN, “When Kevin Thomas ends up somewhere he should never
be he meets Shawn Jameson, someone he should never have met and
enters a world of danger and mystery.” In LEADER OF THE PACK, “A new
lover ignites a ﬂood of emotions within Adolfo as he reﬂects on beginnings
and discovers a startling and unexpected ending.” In WAR OF THE
WOLVES, “It took a werewolf to save Hunter's life and a mortal to show him
his destiny…but in the war to come he must ﬁght for all he holds dear.” In
FLIP CITY, “With nightmares invading his city, Ryan's only refuge is the
silence of the park–but when a strange wolf bites him, he discovers that
not all nightmares are bad…” In NIGHT SWIMMING, “Far more than skin is
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revealed at the city's river when two men from diﬀerent walks of life are
brought together.” In IN THE SEEONEE HILLS, “When young Claire
inﬁltrates a rival pack and draws the attention of Geneva, the pack's
charismatic heir, she soon discovers that she is not the only werewolf with
a hidden agenda.” And in A WOLF'S MOON, “An interloper stalks the queer
wolves of the city but it is the alpha's lover, his mate, Sebastian who
appears deepest under the spell of scent and seduction.” THERE IS A
QUEER MOON RISING...

The Sniper and the Wolf
Guerrilla Sniper Tactics: The Skills
of the Lone Wolf Marksmen
Lulu.com One of the most detailed books on marksmanship and long
distance shooting for the civilian, patriot and governmental agents. This
book discusses the methods and tactics of the Partisan sniper...

LONE WOLF SNIPERS & Their Tricks
Independently Published Robert F. Burgess' latest book looks closely at
wartime's lone wolf sniper, the sharpshooter sent on highly secret missions
to take out a single important target; or in Nam who crawled underground
to ﬁght the enemy in the dark. Here's how they prepared themselves for
the worst of it - in Carlos Hathcock's case a three-day crawl in slow-motion
through heavily guarded enemy territory before he even reaches his
protected target. How could he possibly do it? The same way he won the
Wimbledon Cup. By ﬁguring out how to overcome the odds against him!You
will also meet Russian and Finnish snipers with clever tactics that made
them heroes and in the thick of the action you learn what tricks they used
to outsmart enemy snipers sent to get them. In between the high-tension
action Burgess gives you a brief history of sniping from the early days
through the World Wars and the kind of riﬂes they used and improved.

Sharpshooters And Snipers In World
War
Journey Of Lone Wolf Snipers:
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Discover History Of Sniping
Through The World Wars
A sniper is a military who engages targets from positions of concealment
or at distances exceeding the target's detection capabilities. Snipers
generally have specialized training and are equipped with high-precision
riﬂes and high-magniﬁcation optics, and often also serve as observers
feeding tactical information back to their units or command headquarters.
This book is closely at wartime's lone wolf sniper, the sharpshooter sent on
highly secret missions to take out a single important target; or in Nam who
crawled underground to ﬁght the enemy in the dark. Here's how they
prepared themselves for the worst of it - in Carlos Hathcock's case a threeday crawl in slow-motion through heavily guarded enemy territory before
he even reaches his protected target.

Lonewolf Missions Of Sniper
History Of Sniping Through The
World Wars: History Of Sniping
Through The World Wars
A sniper is a military who engages targets from positions of concealment
or at distances exceeding the target's detection capabilities. Snipers
generally have specialized training and are equipped with high-precision
riﬂes and high-magniﬁcation optics, and often also serve as observers
feeding tactical information back to their units or command headquarters.
This book is closely at wartime's lone wolf sniper, the sharpshooter sent on
highly secret missions to take out a single important target; or in Nam who
crawled underground to ﬁght the enemy in the dark. Here's how they
prepared themselves for the worst of it - in Carlos Hathcock's case a threeday crawl in slow-motion through heavily guarded enemy territory before
he even reaches his protected target.

Sniper Elite: One-Way Trip
A Novel
Simon and Schuster "In direct deﬁance of the President's orders, Navy Master
Chief Gil Shannon, one of Americas most lethal SEAL snipers, launches a
bold mission comprised of SEAL Team Six and Delta Force ﬁghters to free a
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captured female helicopter pilot being held by Taliban insurgents in
Afghanistan"--Cover.

Ghost Sniper
A Sniper Elite Novel
Simon and Schuster "In the next thrilling installment of the non-stop action
Sniper Elite series from the coauthor of the #1 New York Times bestseller
American Sniper, a top secret band of elite warriors are forced to take a
side in the Mexican narco wars. Bob Pope, the director of an American
secret intelligence anti-terrorist program, loses contact with his most
trusted operative, Navy Master Chief Gil Shannon, fearing him dead when a
mission to take out a Swiss banker who is channeling funds to Muslim
extremists goes awry. But when an American politician and her convoy are
assassinated in Mexico City by the Ghost Sniper--an American ex-military
gunman for hire employed by Mexico's most ruthless drug cartel--Pope
must turn to retired Navy SEAL Daniel Crosswhite and the newest Sniper
Elite hero, ex-Green Beret Chance Vaught, to track down the assassin and
expose the corrupt oﬃcials behind the murderous plot. The newest heartpounding Sniper Elite thriller takes you on an action-packed adventure to
both sides of the Atlantic, ﬁlled with the intrigue and movie-worthy
warfare fans of the series have come to know and love"--

The Wolf Chronicles
AuthorHouse The Wolf Chronicles Part 1 The Spirit of a Wolf. England, 1645
begins the last stand of the wolves with the birth of a new leader. The
battle for supremacy in the spirit world between wolf and man escalates.
Veka leads his pack against the violent onslaught from the human forces
on earth. His only backing, the supreme command of the wolf forces in the
heavens. Human history becomes interwoven with the wolves eﬀorts to
stem the tide against the genocide of the wolf species. They inﬁltrate
human society in human form, releasing their wrath against
theirformidable foe on an unprecedented scale. The continuous slaughter
of their kind carries on relentlessly as the human spirit forces renew their
eﬀorts to wipe the wolves out. Then a ﬁnal eﬀort by the wolves starts with
a clandestine inﬁltration of human leadership on earth. A plan that will see
the end of mankind as it is known. What starts out in the forest of England
ends in violence, deceit and mayhem in the Acacia jungle of Southern
Angola. Part 2. The Mamba Files. Thirty years later. The war in the heavens
comes to an end in a shaky truce. An end not altogether accepted by all in
the wolf camp. Veka becomes the new commander of the wolf forces and
seeks the lost members of his pack amidst the violent human gang wars in
the port city of Durban. Their fates mingle with that of the crime boss
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Ronald Raider and culminates in a bloody battle for survival on a Chinese
freighter. The coming of the Omega brings the truce between the humans
and the wolves to an end. This time Veka and his friends may have to ﬁght
against their own kind.

U.S. Army Werewolf Sniper Manual
Lyons Press This illustrated ﬁeld manual, prepared by the Department of the
Army, provides information needed to train and equip werewolf snipers
and to aid them in their werewolf extermination missions and operations.
The werewolf sniper has special abilities, training, and equipment. His job
is to deliver highly accurate riﬂe ﬁre against lycanthropic enemy targets.
Werewolf sniping requires knowledge of lycanthrope tracking and the
development of basic infantry skills to a high degree of perfection. A
werewolf sniper's training incorporates a wide variety of subjects designed
to increase his eﬀectiveness and to ensure his survival in werewolf
territory during the full moon. U.S. Army Werewolf Sniper Manual covers:
Personnel Selection * Silver Shooter and Wolfwatchman Responsibilities *
Hunting Party Firing Techniques * W24 Swiper Weapon System *
Ammunition * Wolf-Sniper Sighting Devices and Other Equipment *
Markswolfmanship and Ballistics * Eﬀects of Weather * Swiper Data Book,
aka the Hunting Log * Camouﬂage and Movement * Swiper Positions *
Observation * Fur-Ball Target Detection and Selection * Mission
Preparation * Operations: Insertion, Execution, Extraction, and Recovery *
Communications * Werewolf Tracking/Countertracking or Nuclear Weapons

Tsurgdari: Sniper's Nest
Lulu Press, Inc After escaping Kashka's capture, Shiro wakes up lost in the
Forest Region. After his map is destroyed by the river, Shiro has to rely on
his instincts while keeping foot to avoid being hunted, and to ﬁnd where he
is, so he can head for Afron. Meanwhile, Taro has arrived in Afron, one of
the 5 Tsurgdari cities. Where Tsurgdars do not sleep, nor are there quiet
places to hide. However, instead of having to survive on garbage and cold
nights on the streets, he ﬁnds himself being a guest in one of the most
prestigious hotels in Afron under unusual circumstances. Is Shiro the only
target?

Steel Tiger
Mark Berent Major Court Bannister, Major "Flak" Apple, General "Whitey"
Whisenand, Colonel Wolf Lochert, and Toby Parker live dangerously while
spending their second tours of duty in Vietnam
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Sniping
The Australian Guerilla Book 2
ETT Imprint Ion Idriess was a spotter for the famous Australian sniper, Billy
Sing, and this book draws on his own experiences in the Gallipoli trenches
during World War One. Sing had a reputation as an excellent marksman,
lurking in the dark and silently sneaking up on the enemy. One day he was
shot by a Turkish soldier. The bullet travelled down the barrel of his
telescope, wounding both hands then went through his mouth, out his
cheek and into his shoulder. He recovered from the injury, but was never
really the same... Idriess was a trooper with the Light Horse at Gallipoli, all
the way to Beersheba, and his diary was published as The Desert Column.
Drawing on his military experience, this is one of six manuals written for
soldiers and civilians in 1942, when invasion by the Japanese seemed
imminent.

Metal Gear Solid
Boss Fight Books #9
Boss Fight Books Before they co-created the hit web series Hey Ash, Whatcha
Playin'?, Ashly and Anthony Burch were just a brother and sister who
shared a weird obsession with Solid Snake and his 3D debut, Metal Gear
Solid. And why wouldn't they? Hideo Kojima's 1998 game featured
groundbreaking stealth mechanics, a gruﬀ and hunky leading man, a
brilliantly claustrophobic setting, tons of cinematic cutscenes, shocking
fourth wall breaks, and terrifying bosses. The only problem: The Burches
grew up but their all-time favorite video game didn't. After nearly two
decades, Metal Gear Solid's once-innovative stealth mechanics seem
outdated, the cutscenes have lost some of their action movie punch, and
the game's treatment of women is often out of touch. Witness a
celebration/takedown of this landmark game with the combination of
insight and hilarity that Ashly and Anthony have made their careers on.

Born From Darkness: Wolf Shifter
Paranormal Romance
Charmaine Ross Some secrets are best locked away. When Cate is shot while
hiking deep in the Ontario Mountains, she's left for dead. Saved by a dark,
broody man, Cate knows better to delve into secrets best hidden, and if
Hunter is anything it's closed oﬀ. When another attempt is made on her life
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she has no option but to accept his help. If anything, the ex-military man
has skills and there's no denying the inexplicable pull reeling her in. But
she's changing into something Other. Something animal. She has no idea
who wants her dead - or why. Or what's happening inside her. Hunter is
forbidden but she has no choice but to trust him. With her heart on the
line, she'll need to uncover the truth about her protector, and herself. If
she can survive... Born from Darkness is the ﬁrst in the Shifter Ops series.
If you like strong heroines that ﬁght for their rights, damaged, hot alpha
elite soldiers who know how to ﬁght, and action that keeps you reading all
night long, dive into this exciting new series today!

Target America
A Sniper Elite Novel
Simon and Schuster When Chechen terrorists smuggle a Cold War-era bomb
across the Mexican-American border, the Special Ops Black unit under Gil
Shannon is reactivated in a race against time to prevent a nuclear disaster.

Wolf's Blind
Crossroad Press Nothing's more dangerous than a wounded wolf! Injured by
an explosion, homicide detective Nick Lupo should heal right up because
he's a werewolf! But something keeps him from shifting into wolf form,
making him unable to heal. New Maﬁa boss Joe Rabbioso is after Lupo,
seeking his very brutal form of revenge, and he thinks he has Lupo on the
ropes. Can loyal Jessie Hawkins and Lupo's partner, DiSanto, ﬁnd Lupo
before the hunter? Nick has a lot to deal with but only if he can manage to
heal his wounded body ﬁrst!

Wolves and Dogs
between Myth and Science
Springer Nature Various parallels have been drawn between wolves and
humans from the perspective of their social organisation. Therefore,
studying wolves may well shed light on the evolutionary origins of complex
human cognition and, in particular, on the role that cooperation played in
its development. Humans closely share their lives with millions of dogs –
the domesticated form of wolves. Biologically, wolves and dogs can be
considered to be the same species; yet only dogs are suitable living
companions in human homes, highlighting the importance of cognitive and
emotional diﬀerences between the two forms. The behaviour of wolves and
dogs largely depends on the environment the animals grew up and live in.
This book reviews more than 50 years of research on the diﬀerences and
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similarities of wolves and dogs. Beyond the socio-ecology, the work
explores diﬀerent theories about when and how the domestication of
wolves might have started and which behaviours and cognitive abilities
might have changed during this process. Readers will discover how these
fascinating animals live with their conspeciﬁcs in their social groups, how
they approach and solve problems in their daily lives and how they see and
interact with their human partners.

The Threat From Within
White Nationalism
Dorrance Publishing The Threat From Within By: Gilbert Lewis The ISIS high
command is angry that the hostage operation has failed. They conclude
that their main obstacle is the MI6 operative, Estella “Rose” Mathews.
Rose and a combined team of British and French Special Forces
successfully rescued the six hostages from England, France, and the United
States. After the hostages were successfully rescued, ISIS now plans an
attack using their western ﬁghters. Again, these attacks are prevented by
western intelligence agencies. ISIS has now moved its attack to the
America Homefront. MI6 assigns Rose to the CIA. The CIA, in turn, assigned
Rose to work covertly with the American company White Mountain
Analytics (WMA). ISIS develops a fool-proof-plan to kill Rose. They have
posted a “kill contract” on the darknet to assassinate Rose. The posting of
the “kill contract” is answered by Adolf Wolfgang (Wolf) Schneider. Wolf
was in the Marines and was given a dishonorable discharge. He blames his
being booted from the Marines on a black captain. Wolf grew up in
Kentucky with a father who blamed all of his failures on the “blacks.” Wolf
grew up in an environment of “White Supremacy” thus, him being booted
from the Marines only strengthen his hatred for Negros, slant eyes and
beaners. Upon being booted from the Marines, Wolf found his way to KKK
camps in Montana and Tennessee. Within two years he was the top dog.
The KKK camp sells drugs brought in illegally from Mexico. Wolf quickly
spreads the KKK enterprise to gun running and prostitution. Wolf’s
expertise is “sniper” kills. His motto is “One Shot, One Kill.” He learned
the trade in the Marines. When Wolf answered the post to kill Rose, he
already had completed kills on maﬁa rats, crooked politicians, and police
oﬃcers who have not honored their contract to the maﬁa. So far, he ﬁnds it
easy money. Each kill brings in an average of $100K. Wolf checks on the
darknet monthly for easy kills. His contract to kill Rose is $600K. The story
unfolds as Rose is tipped oﬀ that there is a kill contract on her life. Rose
and members of WMA determine that the assassin is a member of a White
Nationalist camp in Tennessee. The WMA team discovers that the camp is
involved in illicit drugs, opioids, gun-running, and forced prostitution.
When the prostitutes are no longer needed, they use them in snuﬀ movies.
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Rose and her team of experienced special operations personnel and the FBI
engage in a long siege. As the siege continues, President Trout in his
rallies is bad-mouthing the FBI. The crowd surrounding the White
Nationalist camp is turning against Rose and the FBI. They must quickly
and carefully attack and turn the general public against the tide of support
for these domestic terrorists.

Wolf's Edge
Crossroad Press Can one werewolf stop a pack of super-wolves? Nick Lupo is
a homicide cop with a diﬀerence. He’s a werewolf. He’s worked hard to
control his condition, but it isn’t easy to contain the beast inside him. It
also means he has some very powerful enemies. Wolfpaw Security Services
is a mercenary organization that wants Lupo dead. They want to inﬁltrate
the U.S. military with their own werewolves and they can’t let
anyone—especially a fellow-werewolf like Lupo—stand in their way.
Wolfpaw’s genetic experiments have created a “super-wolf” nearly
invulnerable to silver, and soon their ranks will be ﬁlled with these
invincible warriors. Can one wolf—even a ﬁerce beast like Lupo—face the
fangs and claws of a pack of these killers and hope to survive?

History Of Sniping Through The
World Wars
Secret Missions To Take Out A
Single Important Target: Story Of
Lone Wolf Snipers & Their Tricks
A sniper is a military who engages targets from positions of concealment
or at distances exceeding the target's detection capabilities. Snipers
generally have specialized training and are equipped with high-precision
riﬂes and high-magniﬁcation optics, and often also serve as observers
feeding tactical information back to their units or command headquarters.
This book is closely at wartime's lone wolf sniper, the sharpshooter sent on
highly secret missions to take out a single important target; or in Nam who
crawled underground to ﬁght the enemy in the dark. Here's how they
prepared themselves for the worst of it - in Carlos Hathcock's case a threeday crawl in slow-motion through heavily guarded enemy territory before
he even reaches his protected target.
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Performativity in Art, Literature,
and Videogames
Springer This book modiﬁes the concept of performativity with media theory
in order to build a rigorous method for analyzing videogame performances.
Beginning with an interdisciplinary exploration of performative motifs in
Western art and literary history, the book shows the importance of framing
devices in orienting audiences’ experience of art. The frame, as a site of
paradox, links the book’s discussion of theory with close readings of texts,
which include artworks, books and videogames. The resulting method is
interdisciplinary in scope and will be of use to researchers interested in the
performative aspects of gaming, art, digital storytelling and nonlinear
narrative.

Contact: Wolf Den
Sei Thriller #4
Ty Hutchinson After their chance encounter in Diyarbakir, Sei believes she is
closer than ever to ﬁnally rescuing her daughter from the Wolf’s grasp. For
good. With the help of her friend Kostas, Sei sets out to attack the Wolf in
a surprise move that puts a very public spotlight on the feared assassin.
Not to be out smarted, the Wolf uses Mui’s loyalty to him to turn her
against Sei. When Sei realizes she might win the battle at the expense of
losing her daughter, she does the unthinkable. She puts all of her trust in
the hands of one man—a killer employed by the Wolf. With both sides
plotting to stay on the oﬀensive, a contingency arises that neither side has
thought to plan for—what will Mui’s next move be?

One Day in September
The Full Story of the 1972 Munich
Olympics Massacre and the Israeli
Revenge Operation "Wrath of God"
Simon and Schuster At 4:30 a.m. on September 5, 1972, a band of Palestinian
terrorists took eleven Israeli athletes and coaches hostage at the Summer
Olympics in Munich. More than 900 million viewers followed the chilling,
twenty-hour event on television, as German authorities desperately
negotiated with the terrorists. Finally, late in the evening, two helicopters
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bore the terrorists and their surviving hostages to Munich’s little-used
Fürstenfeldbruck airﬁeld, where events went tragically awry. Within
minutes all of the Israeli athletes, ﬁve of the terrorists, and one German
policeman were dead. Why did the rescue mission fail so miserably? And
why were the reports compiled by the German authorities concealed from
the public for more than two decades? Reeves takes on a catastrophe that
permanently shifted the political spectrum with a fast-paced narrative that
covers the events detail by detail. Based on years of exhaustive research,
One Day in September is the deﬁnitive account of one of the most
devastating and politically explosive tragedies of the late twentieth
century, one that set the tone for nearly thirty years of renewed conﬂict in
the Middle East.

Wolf's Trap
Crossroad Press Horror, Thriller, Crime/Suspense, and Urban Fantasy
combine for one explosive mix! Urban Fantasy fans who crave edgy,
graphic horror elements especially will want to take note of this series. It
takes a beast to catch a killer! Nick Lupo is a good cop–with the instincts of
a great detective … or maybe a wolf. Lupo has a lot in common with
wolves, which is only natural considering he's a werewolf. He's battled the
creature inside him for years, but now there's another predator in the area.
A bloodthirsty serial killer is leaving a gruesome trail of victims, and it's up
to Lupo to track him down and stop the slaughter. Will Lupo dare to
unleash one beast to stop another? Wolf's Trap is the Bram Stoker Awardnominated ﬁrst book of the savage series of horror/thrillers about Nick
Lupo, the werewolf/cop. These "North Woods Noirs" are set mostly in the
wilds of Northern Wisconsin, where werewolf legends abound and the
moon paints the treetops silver.

Bradley's Ghost
iUniverse When Running Wolf sees the crashed aircraft, he photographs the
corpses of the eighty-seven souls as they disappear, and the images bring
to light the discovery of a diabolic deed. The National Transportation
Safety Board quickly determines this is beyond their scope of responsibility
and requests assistance. The investigation moves from the Sioux Indian
Reservation and state of South Dakota to Washington, D.C., when it
becomes apparent that domestic terrorists with a biological agent are
involved. Federal agencies headed by FBI Agent Bill Bradley race against
time in their attempt to discover and apprehend the masterminds behind
the crime. A scheduled bio-terrorist exercise provides a perfect smoke
screen for the aggressors to strike their ﬁrst major blow to the citizens of
the United States. In the government's attempt to contain the threat within
the borders of South Dakota, the exercise changes to a genuine ﬁght for
survival. It becomes clear that the state and local levels of government
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have been under-funded and under-trained to counter the real threat of a
biological attack. Support comes from a surprising entity as the Sioux and
Cheyenne Indians sacriﬁce a sacred secret in order to oﬀer safe haven to
the citizens. But will it be enough?

Redemption Quest
Page Publishing Inc Steve was at the lowest point of his life. He lost his job,
his house was going to be foreclosed, and his wife was leaving him. He felt
he had had enough. Ending his life seemed the best option. As he was
about to take his own life, an angel appeared and said that God was giving
him another chance. He will be sent to the past and will relive his life in a
Native American village. He will be called Lone Wolf. As Lone Wolf, he gains
the fame and respect of the village through his futuristic knowledge, skills,
and ingrained wit. He also meets Standing Doe, a good-natured woman
whom he falls for. Now he seems to have everything, but his life is in
danger as he attracts the envy and hatred of Two Crows. What will become
of him? Read more to ﬁnd out.

Wolf's Bite
Steamy Werewolf & Shifter Reverse
Harem Romance Series
Atlas Rose Wolf's Bite is a dark, steamy werewolf & shifter reverse harem
romance. Book four in the 'Maﬁa Monster' world. Enjoy this why choose
paranormal maﬁa series with all the happy ever afters today! I carry his
bite mark on my shoulder…and the memory of what I’d done in his bed.
Phantom, the Alpha of Crown City Wolves might think he has a handle on
me… He might think this is more than what it was… He’s about to ﬁnd out
he’s wrong. I don’t belong to the Wolves of Crown City. I belong to the FBI.
My sole purpose has been hunting scum who sit in their ivory tower and
shatter people’s lives. I’ve hunted the Costello for years now. They’re
lower than low…they are liars…they’re mobsters. They’re Maﬁa. This is
more than a case for me. This was personal. The last bullet in my father’s
policing career. Ruined because of them. Only a war erupted. A war which
I’m now part of…a war between the beasts that roam my city and the
powerful Immortals they answer to. I replayed that night in slow motion.
Fangs. Blood…and Phantom. The Alpha of the Wolves. The one I saved from
a rogue Vampire. And the one who saved me.
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Wolf's Hunger
Steamy Werewolf & Shifter Reverse
Harem Romance Series
Atlas Rose Wolf's Hunger is a dark, steamy werewolf & shifter reverse harem
romance. Book ﬁve in the 'Maﬁa Monster' world. Enjoy this why choose
paranormal maﬁa series with all the happy ever afters today! Crown City is
divided. Mortals on one side of the river and the beasts on the other. Only
I’m a woman caught in the middle, and now I’m forced to choose a side.
Return to the FBI who’s hunting us, or run with the Wolves? Phantom,
Church, Vitold and Arran. They’re hiding for a crime they didn’t commit,
bullet-riddled and bleeding they’re considered weak now and their
territory fair game. But there’s nothing weak about Phantom. Or our pack.
As other Wolves start circling, looking for a way to take what’s ours a new
darkness emerges. One that has hunted me before. And as Phantom’s past
rises we are forced to confront a beast so powerful it could destroy us all.
Only I won’t let it. I will ﬁght. I will hunt. I will love.

The Age of Lone Wolf Terrorism
Columbia University Press The lethality of lone-wolf terrorism has reached an
all-time high in the United States. Isolated individuals using ﬁrearms with
high-capacity magazines are committing brutally eﬃcient killings with the
aim of terrorizing others, yet there is little consensus on what connects
these crimes and the motivations behind them. In The Age of Lone Wolf
Terrorism, terrorism experts Mark S. Hamm and Ramón Spaaij combine
criminological theory with empirical and ethnographic research to map the
pathways of lone-wolf radicalization, helping with the identiﬁcation of
suspected behaviors and recognizing patterns of indoctrination. Reviewing
comprehensive data on these actors, including more than two hundred
terrorist incidents, Hamm and Spaaij ﬁnd that a combination of personal
and political grievances lead lone wolves to befriend online
sympathizers—whether jihadists, white supremacists, or other
antigovernment extremists—and then announce their intent to commit
terror when triggered. Hamm and Spaaij carefully distinguish between lone
wolves and individuals radicalized within a group dynamic. This important
diﬀerence is what makes this book such a signiﬁcant manual for
professionals seeking richer insight into the transformation of alienated
individuals into armed warriors. Hamm and Spaaij conclude with an
analysis of recent FBI sting operations designed to prevent lone-wolf
terrorism in the United States, describing who gets targeted, strategies for
luring suspects, and the ethics of arresting and prosecuting citizens.
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Lone Wolf's Run
Abbott Press When a vicious serial-killer comes looking for John 'Wolf'
Trotter a nd his biker brothers, she has more than torture a nd death in
mind. This time, she's backed up by a well-trained paramilitary band of
disciples fueled by their own hatred. Wolf, a writer named for his passion
for riding the back roads a s a lone-wolf biker, has a troubled past. It
started when he a nd his friends brought a killer for hire's career to a
sudden end. Blondie, the dead a ssassin's unique a nd illusive partner, has
devised a plan that will destroy the fragile trust a mong motorcycle clubs,
the police, a nd the public that has taken decades to build. When Wolf a nd
his buddies try to lure this devious chameleon out, bodies begin to pile up
in a pparently unrelated incidents. While the a uthorities spin their wheels,
Wolf a nd his brothers devise their own risky plan. Will it derail the growing
national threat before it sparks a bloody conﬂict that could be impossible
to stop a nd a lmost certain to get them killed? Delivering more than just
suspense a nd excitement, Lone Wolf's Run is a n innovative hybrid thriller
that skillfully incorporates safety a dvice a nd a ctual unique destinations
into the plot--map included. "Lone Wolf's Run put me on my motorcycle ...
Strange is the experience that teaches one to value riding safety while
witnessing unexpected mayhem in the riding community." --Larry Lindsey,
legislative director, Alabama ABATE, MSF rider/coach

Angel's Destiny
Dawn Sullivan Author LLC RARE: Rescue and Retrieval Extractions -they took
on the missions that no one else wanted and did not stop until the job was
done As leader of an elite mercenary team, Angel Johnston’s life is a
constant battle. Not only is she ﬁghting for the innocent people she is
hired to rescue, but she is also in the middle of a war against a madman
who would do anything to destroy her and the people she loves. Chase
Montgomery is Alpha to the White River Wolves, father of two precious
little girls, and Angel’s mate. Or he would be, if she would ever allow him
to claim her. He understands her need to know her children are safe from
the General ﬁrst, but the past year without her has been hell, and he’s
tired of waiting. When the General makes his move, and Angel’s world
comes crashing down around her, will she be able to put the pieces of her
heart back together in time to save the ones who mean the most to her?
Can Chase ﬁnd the strength and will to ﬁght for his future, and that of his
family? Or will it be too late? Dawn Sullivan’s RARE Series and White River
Wolves Series are intertwined, and meant to be read in the following order:
Nico’s Heart (RARE) Phoenix’s Fate (RARE) Josie’s Miracle (White River
Wolves) Trace’s Temptation (RARE) Slade’s Desire (White River Wolves)
Saving Storm (RARE) Angel’s Destiny (RARE) Janie’s Salvation (White River
Wolves) Sable's Fire (White River Wolves)
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The Frenzy Wolves
Medallion Media Group With the aid of his elite squad of super cops, NYPC
captain Tony Mace has defeated the werewolf slayers known as the
Brotherhood of Torquemada. But now a new enemy has risen to persecute
the peaceful Wolves, and Tony’s loyalty to Gabriel Domini, leader of the
pack, places him at odds with his department. Gabriel’s brother Raphael
objects to Gabriel’s eﬀorts to integrate the Wolves into human society, and
seeks to start a war against mankind. When Rodrigo Gomez, the Full Moon
Killer, escapes from prison, his quest for vengeance draws Tony into a
battle for supremacy among the Wolves which could lead to a far greater
war for both species.

American War Stories
Rutgers University Press American War Stories asks readers to contemplate
what traditionally constitutes a “war story” and how that constitution
obscures the normalization of militarism in American culture. The book
claims the traditionally narrow scope of “war story,” as by a combatant
about his wartime experience, compartmentalizes war, casting armed
violence as distinct from everyday American life. Broadening “war story”
beyond the speciﬁc genres of war narratives such as “war ﬁlms,” “war
ﬁction,” or “war memoirs,” American War Stories exposes how ingrained
militarism is in everyday American life, a condition that challenges the very
democratic principles the United States is touted as exemplifying.

Contract: Endgame
Sei Thriller #5
Ty Hutchinson

The Ultimatum
A Jeremy Fisk Novel
HarperCollins Detective Jeremy Fisk tracks a serial sniper who has mastered
state-of-the-art airborne technology to hunt his prey in this chilling thriller
from the New York Times bestselling author and creator of the Law & Order
franchise. When a leaker named Verlyn Merritt releases sensitive
documents from the NYPD Intelligence Division to WikiLeaks, some of the
deadliest criminals have access to Detective Jeremy Fisk’s unlisted home
address. Within hours, three mysterious assailants arrive at his Sutton
Place apartment. Who are they and why do they want Fisk dead?
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Authorities quickly identify and arrest Merritt. But the case takes a sinister
twist when an anonymous third party makes threats if authorities don’t
release Merritt immediately. Forced from his home and his bank accounts
drained, Fisk confronts Chay Maryland, a reporter who has been covering
Merritt’s case. Fisk wants the journalist’s help to get close to the
leaker—to ﬁnd out what Merritt really wants and who else is involved. The
investigation is nearly derailed when a serial sniper begins shooting people
on the street who seem to have no connection to Merritt’s case. The killer’s
aim is eerily accurate—and Fisk believes the shooter might be using a
drone rigged with unusual sighting capabilities. Then the sniper contacts
the New York Times and promises to kill one person every day, “for the
greater good of the citizens of America. With the clock ticking and millions
of lives at stake, Fisk and Chay must ﬁnd the mastermind before he can
wreak havoc on a city paralyzed by fear.

Jaxson's Justice
Dawn Sullivan Author LLC RARE: Rescue and Retrieval Extractions -they took
on the missions that no one else wanted and did not stop until the job was
done As the technology expert for RARE, Jaxson Lahey spends most of his
time on a computer, hunting down everything he can on the team’s enemy,
the General. Focused on the mission, he doesn’t have time for anything
else, which is ﬁne with him. All he cares about is ﬁnding justice for the
people he considers his family after the hell they’d been through. Until she
enters his dreams. A prisoner of a man she considers the devil himself for
the past year, Raven Dreher has almost given up hope of ever seeing the
light of day again. She lives in fear, with constant pain beating at her, but
she refuses to give into what the General wants. She would rather pass on
into the next life than give up her people. All she can do is pray her
suﬀering will come to an end soon. Then, she hears his voice. Jaxson is
driven by an uncontrollable need to ﬁnd the woman in his dreams and save
her. Raven is hoping her prayers have been answered by the voice
promising he is coming for her. Will Jaxson be able to ﬁnd Raven before the
General makes his move, or is it truly time for Raven to see what the next
life has in store for her? Dawn Sullivan's RARE Series and White River
Wolves Series are intertwined, and meant to be read in the following order:
Nico’s Heart (RARE Book 1) Phoenix’s Fate (RARE Book 2) Josie’s Miracle
(White River Wolves Book 1) Trace’s Temptation (RARE Book 3) Slade’s
Desire (White River Wolves Book 2) Saving Storm (RARE Book 4) Angel’s
Destiny (RARE Book 5) Janie’s Salvation (White River Wolves Book 3)
Sable's Fire (White River Wolves Book 4) Jaxson's Justice (RARE Book 6)

Rikki's Awakening
Dawn Sullivan Author LLC RARE: Rescue and Retrieval Extractions -they took
on the missions that no one else wanted and did not stop until the job was
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done Barely escaping death after her last battle against the General, Rikki
Diamond spent the past ﬁve months in a coma. Five months of pain,
despair, darkness, and most of all… anger. Now that she’s ﬁnally returned
to the land of the living, she has an uncontrollable rage building inside of
her, urging her wolf to take over. Feeling abandoned by her mate when she
needed him most, Rikki must ﬁght to keep her emotions in check. A battle
she is beginning to feel she will lose. Her mate… her team… no one is safe.
After the General’s men got to his mate, Jeremiah Black decided he was
ﬁnished watching from the outside and took matters into his own hands.
Having gone undercover while his mate lay in a hospital bed, he began
working his way up in the ranks, getting deeper and deeper into the
General’s organization. He has one goal in mind, and not even the
changing circumstances will keep him from completing his mission;
destroying the General’s entire organization, even if he has to pick them
oﬀ one by one. The tides are changing with the shift of power. Will Rikki
and Jeremiah be able to make it out alive? Or will Jeremiah walk into a trap
on his ﬁrst solo mission, leaving Rikki to the anger raging inside of her?
Dawn Sullivan's RARE Series and White River Wolves Series are
intertwined, and meant to be read in the following order: Nico’s Heart
(RARE Book 1) Phoenix’s Fate (RARE Book 2) Josie’s Miracle (White River
Wolves Book 1) Trace’s Temptation (RARE Book 3) Slade’s Desire (White
River Wolves Book 2) Saving Storm (RARE Book 4) Angel’s Destiny (RARE
Book 5) Janie’s Salvation (White River Wolves Book 3) Sable's Fire (White
River Wolves Book 4) Jaxson's Justice (RARE Book 6) Rikki’s Awakening
(RARE Book 7)
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